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The production of charmonia, bound states of c and c quarks, is the object of intense
theoretical and experimental investigations [1]. As of today, their production mechanism
in pp collisions is described by models based on Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). In
particular, in the NRQCD (non-relativistic QCD) approach [2], charmonium production is
seen as a two-step process which includes the creation of the cc pair in a hard scattering,
described perturbatively, and the subsequent evolution of the pair towards a bound state
with specific quantum numbers, which is modeled in a non-perturbative way. In this model,
the evolving cc pair can be in a color-singlet (CS) as well as in a color-octet (CO) state,
with the strength of the CO amplitude contributions being controlled by non-perturbative
factors, extracted by fits to experimental data (see [3] for a recent implementation based
on HERA, RHIC and LHC results).
Several initial/final-state effects related to the presence of cold nuclear matter can
influence the observed charmonium yields in proton-nucleus collisions. Concerning the
initial state, the kinematical distributions of partons in nuclei are different from those in
free protons and neutrons (nuclear shadowing [4–8]), affecting the production cross section
of the cc pair. Therefore, charmonium production measurements help in constraining the
nuclear parton distribution functions for gluons, which at hadron collider energies dominate
the production process. Alternatively, when the production process is dominated by low-
momentum gluons, i.e. carrying a small fraction xBj (Bjorken-x) of the momentum of the
hadron, the Color-Glass Condensate (CGC) effective theory [9, 10] describes the nucleus
as a dense (saturated) partonic system, and gives, once it is combined with a specific pp
production model, predictions for the charmonium yields. In addition, the initial parton
inside the proton may suffer energy loss before the hard collision producing the cc pair takes
place, shifting in this way the center-of-mass energy
√
s of the partonic collision [11–13].
This effect can result in a suppression of charmonia at large longitudinal momentum.
Once created, the evolving cc pair needs a finite amount of time (up to several fm/c in
the nucleus rest frame) to form the final-state charmonium. It may, therefore, interact with
the nuclear matter and possibly break-up, with the break-up cross section being sensitive
to the nature (color-octet or singlet) of the intermediate state [14–16]. In addition, the final
state may also experience energy loss, leading to a reduction of the pair momentum [17].
It is also worth noting that recent approaches to the parton energy loss effect led to the
hypothesis of a coherent energy loss which cannot be factorized into initial and final-state
contributions [13].
Experimental studies have been carried out at various collision energies, for nuclei of
different sizes, and differentially in rapidity (y) and transverse momentum (pT). These
studies allow the amount of nuclear matter crossed by the cc pair to be varied, modifying
the environment of its evolution, as well as the initial parton kinematics. In this way,
further constraints to theoretical models can be provided.
Finally, the small size (< 1 fm) and large binding energy (several hundred MeV) of
some of the charmonium states make them ideal probes of the strongly interacting matter
created in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions, which at sufficiently high energy density
may become a Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). A suppression of charmonium production was
predicted as a signature of the phase transition to a QGP [18] and observed at SPS [19–21]
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(
√
sNN ∼ 20GeV) and RHIC [22, 23] (√sNN = 200GeV), and more recently at the LHC [24–
27] (
√
sNN = 2.76TeV). However, in such collisions, suppression mechanisms related to
initial-state effects and/or interaction of charmonia with cold nuclear matter have been
verified to play a role [28, 29]. Results on proton-nucleus collisions are therefore essential
to calibrate and disentangle these effects in order to allow a quantitative determination of
the QGP-related suppression in nucleus-nucleus collisions.
A large amount of experimental results is available today for the production of J/ψ,
the most strongly bound charmonium state decaying into dileptons, in proton-nucleus col-
lisions. Fixed-target experiments at SPS [30, 31], Tevatron [32] and HERA [33], as well
as collider experiments at RHIC [34] have investigated J/ψ production in large kinematic
ranges in the Feynman-x (xF = 2pL/
√
s, where pL is the longitudinal momentum) and pT
variables. Among the main features of the results, a suppression of the J/ψ yield, relative
to the one in proton-proton collisions, has been observed, which increases at high xF (corre-
sponding to forward y). In addition, at fixed xF the suppression decreases with increasing√
sNN [31]. Finally, the suppression is found to steadily decrease [32, 33] as a function of
pT. Several attempts have been made to describe these observations theoretically, based
on the different physics mechanisms described above [17]. Although some features of the
data are correctly reproduced, a quantitative understanding has not yet been reached.
In this context, data from the LHC can bring new information and help to clarify the
situation. On the production side, very small xBj values, down to ∼ 10−5, can be accessed,
allowing the gluon distributions to be studied in a previously unexplored kinematic range.
On the other hand, the large Lorentz γ-factor of the cc pair, in particular at forward y,
makes its crossing time through nuclear matter very short. In this kinematic range one
may therefore expect a negligible cc break-up probability and the yield to be dominated by
initial-state effects and possibly energy loss. In addition, proton-nucleus results are essen-
tial, as it was the case at lower energies [19], in the interpretation of the J/ψ suppression
effects seen in Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC.
In this paper, we present the first results from ALICE on inclusive J/ψ production at
the LHC in p-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02TeV. These results have been obtained with
measurements in the µ+µ− decay channel in the muon spectrometer, which covers the
pseudorapidity range −4 < ηlab < −2.5. The muon spectrometer [35] consists of a 3 T·m
dipole magnet, five tracking stations, each one based on two Cathode Pad Chambers, and
two triggering stations, each one equipped with two planes of Resistive Plate Chambers.
Two absorbers efficiently filter out hadrons. The front absorber, which is placed between
the interaction region and the muon spectrometer, has a thickness of 10 interaction lengths
(λI), while a second absorber, placed between the tracking and the triggering stations,
has a thickness of 7.2 λI. The other detectors used in this analysis are the two Si pixel
layers corresponding to the innermost sections of the Inner Tracking System (ITS) (|ηlab| <
0.9)[36], for the determination of the interaction vertex, and the two VZERO scintillator
hodoscopes (2.8 < ηlab < 5.1 and −3.7 < ηlab < −1.7) [37], mainly for triggering purposes
and for removing beam-induced background. The Zero Degree Calorimeters (ZDC) [38],
positioned symmetrically at 112.5 m from the interaction point, are used to clean the
event sample by removing de-bunched proton-lead collisions. More details on the ALICE
experimental setup can be found elsewhere [39].
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Minimum-bias (MB) events are triggered requiring the coincidence of a signal in the
two VZERO detectors. The efficiency of such a trigger for selecting non single-diffractive
collisions is > 99% [40]. A simulation based on Monte-Carlo (MC) event generators has
shown that the contamination from single-diffractive and electromagnetic interactions is
negligible [40]. Opposite-sign muon pairs are selected by means of a dimuon trigger given
by the coincidence of a MB trigger with the detection of two muon candidate tracks in
the trigger system of the muon spectrometer. The dimuon trigger is configured in order to
select muons having a transverse momentum pT,µ >0.5GeV/c. The effect of this threshold
is not sharp and the single-muon trigger efficiency reaches its plateau value (∼ 96%) for
pT,µ ∼1.5GeV/c. Events with more than a single interaction per bunch crossing (pile-up
events) represent ∼2% of MB triggered events, while the probability of having two dimuon
triggers in the same bunch crossing is negligible.
Due to the energy asymmetry of the LHC beams (Ep = 4TeV, EPb = 1.58 ·APbTeV,
where APb=208 is the Pb-nucleus mass number) the nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass system
of the collisions does not coincide with the laboratory system, but is shifted by ∆y = 0.465
in the direction of the proton beam. Data have been taken with two beam configurations,
by inverting the sense of the orbits of the two particle species. In this way the regions
2.03 < ycms < 3.53 and −4.46 < ycms < −2.96 have been studied, where positive rapidities
refer to the situation where the proton beam is travelling towards the muon spectrometer
(in the following these configurations are referred to as p-Pb and Pb-p, respectively). The
integrated luminosities used in this analysis for the two configurations are 5.01±0.17 nb−1
(p-Pb) and 5.81± 0.18 nb−1 (Pb-p). These values are determined using σMBpPb = 2.09± 0.06
b and σMBPbp = 2.12± 0.06 b, estimated by means of van-der-Meer scans of the MB trigger
signal [41].
An offline selection is performed in order to reject beam-induced background by re-
quiring the signal timing in the VZERO and ZDC to be compatible with that of a nominal
p-Pb interaction. Candidate muon tracks are reconstructed in the muon tracking cham-
bers using the standard reconstruction algorithm [35]. It is then required that the two
reconstructed tracks match a track segment in the trigger chambers (trigger tracklet). A
further selection cut is applied by requiring the muon tracks to exit the front absorber
at a radial distance from the beam axis 17.6 < Rabs < 89.5 cm, in order to reject tracks
crossing its high-density section, where multiple scattering and energy loss effects are large.
The condition −4 < ηlab,µ < −2.5 for single muons is required, in order to reject muons
at the edge of the spectrometer’s acceptance. No cut on the z-position of the interaction
vertex is carried out, since it was verified that the dimuon invariant mass resolution does
not depend on it.
The extraction of the number of J/ψ is performed starting from the invariant mass
distributions of opposite sign muon pairs in the kinematic domain 2.5 < |ylab| < 4, pT <
15GeV/c, shown in figure 1. The distributions are fitted by means of a superposition of a
continuum and a resonance shape. The continuum is parameterized either as a polynomial
times an exponential function or as a Gaussian with a width linearly varying with mass,
while for the resonance either a Crystal Ball function [42] with asymmetric tails at both high
and low mass was chosen, or various pseudo-Gaussian functions (see, for example, [43]).
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Figure 1. The opposite-sign dimuon invariant mass spectra for the p-Pb (left) and Pb-p (right)
data samples, together with the result of the fit. For the fits shown here a Crystal Ball function
(shown as a dashed line) and a variable-width Gaussian have been used for the signal and the
background, respectively.
The non-Gaussian tails of the resonance shapes are fixed in the fit to the values obtained in
a MC simulation of the J/ψ signal, while the mean and the width of the Gaussian core are
left as free parameters, since the large signal-over-background ratio (∼ 2 at 3-σ level) allows
the data themselves to better constrain these parameters. The widths extracted from data
(∼ 70MeV/c2) are larger by ∼ 10% than those from MC, and the mean value of the J/ψ
mass coincides with the nominal PDG value [44] within ∼ 0.1%. The ψ(2S) → µ+µ−
decay is taken into account in the fit function, but its effect on the determination of the
number of J/ψ events is negligible. The latter number is obtained as an average of the
integral of the signal function over the various fits, and the systematic uncertainty on
this quantity is taken as the 1-σ spread of the number of signal events. The result is
N
J/ψ
pPb = (6.69 ± 0.05 ± 0.08) · 104 and NJ/ψPbp = (5.67 ± 0.05 ± 0.07) · 104, where the first
uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic.
The number of measured J/ψ is then divided by the product of acceptance times
efficiency A · ǫ, which is obtained using a MC simulation of the J/ψ signal. An unpolarized
distribution for the J/ψ is assumed, following the small degree of polarization measured
in pp collisions at
√
s = 7TeV [45–47], while the pT and y distributions used as an input
for the generator are tuned to the measured data through an iterative procedure. The
systematic uncertainty on the acceptance is obtained by defining y (pT) distributions for
selected phase space regions, corresponding to sub-ranges in pT (y) and centrality of the
collision. The hardest and softest spectra for each variable are then used as inputs to the
MC calculation, and the variation with respect to the default acceptance values gives the
systematic uncertainty, which amounts to 1.5% for both p-Pb and Pb-p.
The efficiency of the muon triggering detectors is calculated with a procedure based
on data and involving the analysis of trigger tracklets constructed from hits in the four
planes of the two trigger stations. For the tracking chambers a map of dead channels is
obtained from the online detector information and updated on a run-per-run basis. Both
information are injected in the MC and their time evolution is taken into account by
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performing a simulation for each run, with a number of J/ψ signal events proportional to
the number of offline-selected triggered events.
The systematic uncertainty on the J/ψ trigger efficiency (ǫ
J/ψ
trig ) is obtained as a con-
volution of various sources. First, effects related to the estimate of the efficiency of the
trigger detectors are studied by varying their efficiency in the MC by an amount equal to
the statistical uncertainty on their evaluation (∼ 2%). This results in a 2% change in ǫJ/ψtrig .
Second, systematic effects related to small discrepancies in the pT dependence of the muon
trigger threshold between data and MC give a ∼ 2 − 2.5% contribution to ǫJ/ψtrig . Finally,
there is a ∼ 1% effect related to the choice of the goodness-of-fit χ2 cut used in defining
the matching between tracking and triggering information.
The single-muon tracking efficiencies are obtained using an algorithm based on recon-
structed tracks [35]. The systematic uncertainty on this quantity is obtained by comparing
the results obtained with MC and real data. This uncertainty is considered as fully un-
correlated between the two detected muons and, at the dimuon level, it amounts to 4%
(6%) for p-Pb (Pb-p). In addition, it was checked that the tracking efficiency does not
depend on the centrality of the collision, justifying the use of pure signal MC simulations
to determine A · ǫ.
The average A · ǫ values for the two kinematic regions are (25.4 ± 1.3)% (p-Pb) and
(17.1± 1.2)% (Pb-p). The quoted uncertainty is systematic, and the lower value for Pb-p
is mainly due to a smaller detector efficiency in the corresponding data taking period.
The inclusive J/ψ production cross section is
σ
J/ψ
pPb =
N cor
J/ψ→µµ
NMB · B.R.(J/ψ → µµ) × σ
MB
pPb (1)
where N cor
J/ψ→µµ is the number of J/ψ corrected for A · ǫ, B.R.(J/ψ → µµ) = (5.93±0.06)%
is the branching ratio for the J/ψ decay to dimuons [44], NMB is the number of MB p-Pb
collisions, and σMBpPb the corresponding cross section.
Since the analysis is based on a dimuon trigger sample, the equivalent number of
MB triggers is evaluated as F · NDIMU, where NDIMU is the number of opposite sign
dimuon triggered events, which amounts to 9.27 · 106 for p-Pb and 2.09 · 107 for Pb-p. The
enhancement factor F is calculated in two different ways. In the first one it is obtained
as the product F2µ/1µ · F1µ/MB, where F2µ/1µ is the inverse of the probability of having
a second muon triggered when one muon has triggered the event and, correspondingly,
F1µ/MB is the inverse of the probability of having one triggered muon in events where
the MB condition is required. The various quantities are obtained from the recorded
trigger mask for the collected events after quality cuts. Obtaining F as the product of
the two factors mentioned above allows the statistical uncertainty to be reduced. In the
second approach, the information of the counters recording the number of level-0 triggers
is used. In this case, statistics are much larger and F is obtained as the ratio between
the numbers of MB and dimuon triggers at level-0, corrected for pile-up effects (2%) and
taking into account the slight difference in the fraction of events surviving the quality cuts
for the two trigger samples (1%). One gets, averaging the results from the two approaches,
FpPb = 1129 ± 2 and FPbp = 589 ± 2, where the quoted uncertainties are statistical. A
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Source σ
J/ψ
pPb, RpPb σ
J/ψ
Pbp, RPbp
Uncorrelated
Tracking efficiency 4 6
Trigger efficiency 2.8 3.2
Signal extraction 1.3 (1.5 − 3.4) 1.2 (1.6 − 3.8)
MC input 1.5 (1.1 − 3) 1.5 (0.9 − 4.2)
Matching efficiency 1 1
F 1 1
σ
J/ψ
pp 4.3 (3.1 − 6.0) 4.6 (3.1 − 13.4)
Partially correlated
σMBpPb 3.2 3
σ
J/ψ
pp 3.7 (2.7 − 9.2) 3.1 (1.2 − 8.3)
Correlated
B.R. 1
〈TpPb〉 3.6
σ
J/ψ
pp 5.5
Table 1. Systematic uncertainties (in percent) contributing to the measurement of inclusive J/ψ
cross sections and nuclear modification factors. When the uncertainty values depend on the rapidity
bin under consideration, their maximum and minimum values are quoted. Uncertainties on σMBpPb
are relevant for inclusive J/ψ cross sections only, while those on σ
J/ψ
pp and 〈TpPb〉 contribute only
to the uncertainty on the nuclear modification factors.
1% systematic uncertainty is estimated on both quantities, corresponding to the difference
between the values obtained in the two calculations.
Finally, the quantity NMB/σ
MB
pPb corresponds to the integrated luminosity. As a cross-
check, its value has been measured independently by using a second reference trigger,
issued by a Cˇherenkov counter [39], whose cross section was also measured in the van-der-
Meer scans. The luminosities measured with the two luminometers differ by at most 1%
throughout the whole data-taking period. This small difference (identical for p-Pb and
Pb-p) has been included in the systematic uncertainty on σMBpPb.
The resulting cross sections are
σ
J/ψ
pPb(2.03 < ycms < 3.53) = 886± 6(stat.)± 48(syst.uncorr.)± 30(syst.part.corr.) µb
σ
J/ψ
Pbp(−4.46 < ycms < −2.96) = 966± 8(stat.)± 70(syst.uncorr.)± 31(syst.part.corr.) µb
The uncertainties connected with tracking, matching and triggering efficiency, with
signal extraction, with the choice of the MC input distributions and with the evaluation
of NMB are taken as uncorrelated between p-Pb and Pb-p, while those on σ
MB are par-
tially correlated. In the latter uncertainty a 1% contribution due to the uncertainty on
B.R.(J/ψ → µµ) was also included. A summary of the sources of sytematic uncertainties
and their numerical values are given in table 1.
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The nuclear effects on J/ψ production are quantified using the nuclear modification
factor RpPb, obtained as
RpPb =
N cor
J/ψ→µµ
〈TpPb〉 ·NMB · B.R.(J/ψ → µµ) · σJ/ψpp
(2)
where σ
J/ψ
pp is the production cross section in pp collisions in the same kinematical domain
and at the same
√
s (the same formula applies to Pb-p), and 〈TpPb〉 is the nuclear thickness
function estimated through the Glauber model, which gives 〈TpPb〉 = 0.0983 ± 0.0035
mb−1 [48]. The uncertainty on 〈TpPb〉 was obtained by varying the parameters of the
Glauber model.
Since pp data at
√
s = 5.02TeV are not available, the reference cross section σ
J/ψ
pp
has been obtained by means of an interpolation procedure [49], based on forward rapidity
(2.5 < ycms < 4) pp results at
√
s = 2.76 and 7TeV from ALICE [50, 51]. The
√
s-
interpolation is based on three empirical shapes (linear, power law, exponential) and is
independently performed for each of the six rapidity bins corresponding to the dσ/dy
values measured at the two energies. The central values of the interpolation are given, for
each rapidity bin, by the average of the three values obtained with the adopted shapes.
Their uncertainties are the quadratic sum of a dominant term, related to the uncertainties
on the points used for the interpolation, and of a term corresponding to the maximum
spread between the results obtained with the various shapes. A small additional systematic
uncertainty is obtained comparing the empirical shapes with those calculated with the
leading order (LO) CEM [52] and FONLL [53] models. We recall that the CEM (Color
Evaporation Model) assumes that a fixed fraction of cc pairs produced with an invariant
mass m < 2mD ends up in producing charmonium states. Although it does not contain a
dynamical description of the production process, it was shown to be phenomenologically
successful over a large
√
s range. FONLL gives predictions for the total cc production
rather than for the J/ψ cross section, but we assume, similarly to the CEM approach, that
the fraction of cc pairs going to charmonium is
√
s-independent.
Due to the ∆y = 0.465 rapidity shift induced by the asymmetry in the energy per
nucleon of the proton and lead beams, the rapidity regions covered by the present analysis
do not correspond to the ones available for pp. Therefore, the dσ/dy values obtained
at
√
s = 5.02TeV with the procedure described above have been fitted to various shapes
(Gaussian, second and fourth order polynomials [54]). The values for σ
J/ψ
pp at
√
s = 5.02TeV
for the p-Pb and Pb-p rapidity intervals were finally obtained as the average of the integral
of the various fitting functions in the corresponding y-ranges, and are B.R. · σJ/ψpp (2.03 <
ycms < 3.53) = 367 ± 29 nb and B.R. · σJ/ψpp (−4.46 < ycms < −2.96) = 255 ± 20 nb [49].
The quoted total uncertainties include again a contribution from the maximum spread of
the results obtained with the various functions.
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Figure 2. The nuclear modification factors for inclusive J/ψ production at
√
sNN = 5.02TeV. The
error bars correspond to the statistical uncertainties, the open boxes to the uncorrelated systematic
uncertainties, the shaded boxes around the points represent the partially correlated systematic
uncertainties. The box around RpPb = 1 shows the size of the correlated uncertainties. Results from
various models are also shown. The theoretical uncertainties for the EPS09 NLO calculation [55, 56]
are due to the uncertainty on the EPS09 shadowing parameterization and to the mass and scale
uncertainties on the cross section calculation. For the CGC model [58], the band is related to the
choice of the parton saturation scale and of the charm quark mass. Finally, the q0 value in the
energy loss model [57] represents the value of the transport coefficient in the target nucleons for
xBj=10
−2 gluons.
The measured nuclear modification factors, shown in figure 2, are
RpPb(2.03 < ycms < 3.53)
= 0.70± 0.01(stat.)± 0.05(syst.uncorr.)± 0.03(syst.part.corr.)± 0.05(syst.corr.)
RPbp(−4.46 < ycms < −2.96)
= 1.08± 0.01(stat.)± 0.09(syst.uncorr.)± 0.03(syst.part.corr.)± 0.07(syst.corr.)
At forward rapidity the inclusive J/ψ production is suppressed with respect to the one
in binary-scaled pp collisions, whereas it is unchanged at backward rapidity. The uncertain-
ties related to 〈TpPb〉 and B.R.(J/ψ → µµ) are considered as correlated. The uncertainties
connected with tracking, matching and triggering efficiencies, with signal extraction, with
the choice of the MC input distributions, and with the evaluation of NMB are taken as un-
correlated. Finally, the uncertainty on the pp cross section interpolation is splitted (see [49]
for details) among the three uncertainties quoted for the nuclear modification factors. The
numerical details on systematic uncertainties are given in table 1. Our measurements are
compared with a next to leading order (NLO) CEM calculation which uses the EPS09
shadowing parameterization [55, 56], and with the result of a theoretical prediction which
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includes a contribution from coherent parton energy loss processes [57], either in addition
to EPS09 shadowing or as the only nuclear effect. Finally, results from a calculation in the
CGC framework [58], combined with a CEM production model, are also shown. Within
our uncertainties, both the model based on shadowing only and the coherent energy loss
approach are able to describe the data, while the CGC-based prediction overestimates the
observed suppression. None of these models include a suppression related to the break-up
of the cc pair.
It is worth noting that calculations refer to prompt production (i.e., direct J/ψ plus
the contribution from ψ(2S) and χc decays), while the experimental results are for inclusive
J/ψ production, which contains a non-prompt contribution from B-decays. However, the
pT-integrated non-prompt J/ψ fraction is small (LHCb measured 7.1% at
√
s = 2.76TeV
in the kinematic region 2 < ycms < 4.5, pT < 12GeV/c [59] and 9.8% at
√
s = 7TeV
for 2 < ycms < 4.5, pT < 14GeV/c [60]). The difference between R
incl
pPb and R
prompt
pPb is
well within the uncertainties of our measurement for a very large range of Rnon−promptpPb ,
from almost complete suppression (Rnon−promptpPb = 0.2) to a rather strong enhancement
(Rnon−promptpPb = 1.3). A similar conclusion holds at backward rapidity.
Both cross sections and nuclear modification factors for inclusive J/ψ have also been
studied differentially in rapidity, with six bins for each of the two y domains. The results
are shown in figure 3 and figure 4, respectively. The analysis procedure is identical to the
one detailed above for the study of the integrated quantities. In particular, a differential
estimate of the systematic uncertainties for the various ingredients has been carried out.
The larger uncertainties visible at the lower edges of the rapidity ranges covered in p-Pb
and Pb-p are related to a larger uncertainty on the pp reference cross section, due to the
fact that these regions are not directly covered by the pp measurements and therefore an
extrapolation has to be performed [49]. No strong variation of the nuclear modification
factors is observed, in particular at backward rapidity, where models including coherent
energy loss suggest a steeper behaviour.
Both σ
J/ψ
pp and 〈TpPb〉 cancel out when forming the ratio RFB of the nuclear modifi-
cation factors for a rapidity range symmetric with respect to ycms = 0. In this way one
is left with the ratio of the forward and backward J/ψ yields. The drawback of this ap-
proach is that, due to the beam energy asymmetry, the common y interval covered at both
forward and backward rapidity is smaller than the acceptance of the muon spectrometer,
and limited to 2.96 < |ycms| < 3.53. The reduction in statistics by a factor ∼3 is com-
pensated by the cancellation of the reference-related uncertainties. The obtained value is
RFB(2.96 < |ycms| < 3.53) = 0.60± 0.01(stat.)± 0.06(syst.). The systematic uncertainties
which are uncorrelated between backward and forward rapidity (tracking, matching and
triggering efficiency, normalization, MC input) have been quadratically combined in the
ratio, while for signal extraction the uncertainty has directly been calculated on the ratio
of the number of J/ψ. The main contribution to the RFB uncertainty comes from the
tracking efficiency.
In figure 5 we show a comparison of RFB with the results of the theoretical calcula-
tions discussed above, except for the CGC-inspired model, which gives predictions only at
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Figure 3. The inclusive J/ψ production cross section, as a function of rapidity. The error bars cor-
respond to the statistical uncertainties, the open boxes to the uncorrelated systematic uncertainties,
the shaded boxes around the points represent the partially correlated systematic uncertainties. The
bands correspond to the inclusive J/ψ pp cross section, obtained with the interpolation procedure
described in the text and scaled by the Pb-nucleus mass number APb.
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Figure 4. The nuclear modification factors for inclusive J/ψ production at
√
sNN = 5.02TeV, in
bins of rapidity. The meaning of symbols and curves is the same as in figure 2.
forward rapidity. In addition, a prediction based on a LO approach, implementing a 2→ 2
kinematics (gg → J/ψ g) and using either the EPS09 or the nDSG shadowing parameter-
ization, is also shown [61]. The agreement between data and the model including both
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Figure 5. The forward to backward ratio RFB of the nuclear modification factors for inclusive
J/ψ production, compared to theoretical models. The statistical and systematic uncertainties for
the experimental value are added in quadrature. For the shadowing calculations, uncertainties are
quoted when available, and are obtained in the same way as in figure 2.
shadowing and coherent energy loss is very good, while pure shadowing scenarios seem to
overestimate RFB. However, it has to be noted that, although the experimental measure-
ment of RFB has a smaller uncertainty than RpPb and RPbp, its comparison with theoret-
ical calculations is less stringent, since models which globally overestimate/underestimate
the nuclear modification factors may still provide a very good agreement with the mea-
sured RFB.
The RFB ratio has also been studied differentially in y (3 bins) and pT (10 bins,
covering the region pT <15GeV/c). In figure 6 we show the results, again compared with
the predictions of the models. The treatment of the uncertainties is the same described
above for the integrated value of RFB. As a function of rapidity, no variation is observed
in the relatively narrow region covered by the RFB measurement, while a trend towards
higher RFB values is seen as pT increases. Models including coherent energy loss seem
to qualitatively reproduce the data, in particular when shadowing effects are taken into
account, although they predict a steeper behaviour at low pT [62].
Finally, the results presented in this paper provide information on the magnitude of
cold nuclear matter effects in Pb-Pb collisions. ALICE has published results for RPbPb
in the region 2.5 < ycms < 4 at
√
sNN = 2.76TeV [24, 25]. Although the p-Pb data
discussed above refer to slightly different ycms regions and to a larger center of mass energy,
the Bjorken-x regions probed by the J/ψ production process in the Pb nuclei for p-Pb
and Pb-Pb are shifted by ∼10% only. Indeed, in the so-called 2→1 approach, where
the production kinematics is gg → J/ψ [63], the x-values selected in Pb-Pb collisions
are 2 · 10−5 < x < 9 · 10−5, 1 · 10−2 < x < 6 · 10−2, the two ranges being relative to
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Figure 6. The forward to backward ratio RFB of the nuclear modification factors for inclusive
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nucleons moving away from or toward the muon spectrometer, respectively. In proton-
nucleus collisions, the probed x values for nucleons inside the Pb nucleus are 2 · 10−5 <
x < 8 · 10−5 for p-Pb and 1 · 10−2 < x < 5 · 10−2 for Pb-p. If shadowing is the main
nuclear effect, a hypothesis in fair agreement with the results shown in this paper, as a
first approximation cold nuclear matter effects on RPbPb would be given by the product
RpPb × RPbp. This product is 0.75 ± 0.10 ± 0.12 (the first uncertainty being related to
the quadratical combination of statistical and uncorrelated systematic uncertainties, the
second one coming from the linear combination of correlated uncertainties), which is larger
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than RPbPb = 0.57±0.01±0.09 [25]. This could be an indication that the J/ψ suppression
effect observed in Pb-Pb collisions cannot be ascribed to cold nuclear matter effects alone.
However, the size of the uncertainties prevents a strong conclusion on this point.
In summary, inclusive J/ψ production has been measured with the ALICE detector
in p-Pb collisions at the CERN LHC. In this paper we have presented the production
cross sections and the nuclear modification factors in the regions 2.03 < ycms < 3.53 and
−4.46 < ycms < −2.96, as well as their ratio RFB in the region 2.96 < |ycms| < 3.53.
While at forward rapidity (RpPb) a suppression with respect to pp collisions is observed,
in the backward region (RPbp) no suppression is present. A fair agreement is seen with
predictions based on a pure nuclear shadowing scenario [55, 56, 61], parameterized using the
EPS09 approach, as well as with models including a contribution from coherent partonic
energy loss [13]. None of these models include a final state break-up of the J/ψ in cold
nuclear matter. The study of RFB, carried out as a function of y and pT, confirms these
indications. Finally, the results presented in this paper provide an important baseline for
the interpretation of heavy-ion collision results and are in agreement with those presented
by the LHCb Collaboration [64].
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